Knowledge modeling and manipulation are great challenges in the current knowledge-based systems development scenario. Recent development in the area of Semantic Web have arisen with solutions to build intelligent information systems. However, adapting legacy systems to Semantic Web technologies and standards is not trivial and demands too much effort from developers. This paper presents a survey to find tools to ease creation, maintenance and persistence of knowledge by means of mapping between existing application or domain models and OWL ontology concepts. Such tools are intended to be used in a context-aware Global Software Development (GSD) environment using Semantic Web standards to represent context information.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing amount of available information and the need for effective communication between heterogeneous information systems have led many applications to adopt formal semantics. Moreover, many software engineers have been trying to improve the interaction of the application with the user, as well as ease knowledge-based systems development. This is possible by taking advantage of the inference capabilities using semantic representation of the application data.
One of the main issues concerning the adoption of formal semantics in legacy applications is the difficulty to adapt the data to this new approach. There are many companies which use legacy systems that are important for them. Requiring such companies to acquire new information systems comprising the needs for knowledge management is not desirable. It would incur in too much additional cost of implementing a new system, implanting it, and adapting to it.
One point also to observe is that nowadays the most used approach for data storage is still relationalor object-relational -databases. However, such technologies do not support very well many capabilities that are required by the current software development scenario. Such requirements include: interoperability, reasonability and availability (Berners-Lee et al., 2001) . Several technologies have been proposed to address most of these requirements. They are supported by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) and adopt an approach often known as the Semantic Web (Berners- Lee et al., 2001) .
The main Semantic Web standards for semantic representation are the following: RDF (Resource Description Framework), RDFS (or RDF Schema) and OWL (Web Ontology Language). RDF is a foundation for processing metadata, providing interoperability between applications that exchange machineunderstandable information on the Web (Swick and Lassila, 1999) . RDFS is an ontology language that provides a simple vocabulary for knowledge representation using RDF (Guha and Brickley, 2004) . OWL is an extension of RDFS, which includes a more complex vocabulary for knowledge representation with formal semantics (W3C OWL Working Group, 2009) . The OWL vocabulary is based on Description Logics (DL), which allows knowledge representation by means of descriptions of the domain terminology (Terminology Box, or TBox) and the information asserted based on the terminology (Assertion Box, or ABox).
Although Semantic Web technologies offer several features -mainly interoperability and reasonability -there is still the issue of adapting legacy applications to them. There are many frameworks, such as Jena (Carroll et al., 2004) , Sesame (Broekstra et al., 2002) and OWL API (Bechhofer et al., 2003) , with focus on manipulating RDF and OWL data. However, there are few mature tools that offer capabilities to create and manipulate such knowledge representation based on existing application and domain models, such as POJOs, relational databases, ER diagrams, UML diagrams, etc.
Our main goal is to find a solution to map an existing application or domain model to knowledge representation in OWL notation, i.e. a knowledge base (KB) specified by an OWL ontology. Furthermore, we focus on tools that support automatic persistence of entities in a KB, i.e. ABox synchronization and TBox creation and synchronization in a KB. This paper aims to explore some of these tools and find out if there are any of them that meet the most important requirements of our application scenario which is a context-aware Global / Distributed Software Development (GSD/DSD) environment. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our application scenario and its issues concerning to knowledge management. Section 3 introduces some of the tools and approaches we have found. Section 4 presents some qualitative comparisons among the most suitable approaches for our application. Section 5 presents a discussion about the suitability of the analysed tools in the application scenario, as well as our choice and some ideas to improve it to better support OWL mapping. Finally, we present the conclusions and future works.
APPLICATION SCENARIO: DiSEN
The main goal of our research group is to develop a software engineering environment (SEE) called DiSEN (Distributed Software Engineering Environment). It focuses on supporting GSD/DSD, offering features to support communication, persistence and collaboration among geographically distributed teams (Huzita et al., 2007) . Context-awareness and knowledge management are appropriate approaches to support such environment. The first one intends to improve communication and collaboration between individuals. It is necessary that individuals who participate in a project are aware of context information while interacting (Chaves et al., 2008) . Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of entities that are considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the application themselves (Dey et al., 2001) .
One of the main concerns about contextawareness is the context representation itself. In (Chaves et al., 2011) it is proposed an OWL ontology called OntoDiSEN to specify the context information. Such ontology also specifies a KB for DiSEN since it holds semantic information about the domain. A key requirement for realizing context-aware systems is to give computer systems the ability to understand their situational conditions. To achieve this, it requires that contextual information have been adequately represented for reasoning and machine processing. Ontologies allow to make inferences about the context, since it allows explicit semantic representation (Chen et al., 2004) . Therefore, the main characteristic of semantic information on which we are interested in DiSEN is the reasonability.
It has also been proposed in (Monte-Alto et al., 2012) a multi-agent mechanism to implement context awareness, processing and dissemination called ContextP-GSD (Context Processing on Global Software Development). One of the main issues of the examples implemented with this mechanism is the difficulty to extract the various context information mainly based on CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) operations. For example, when using the environment to allocate participants to projects, it is necessary to take the following steps to capture the context information: (i) detect the event generated by the user; (ii) traverse the just created entities (currently implemented as JavaBeans) mapping the information to ontology assertions, according to OntoDiSEN's TBox; (iii) send the assertions to another agent to store the context information in DiSEN's KB.
In this case, the problem is the elevated programming and maintainability effort in (ii). Traversing the objects while mapping their contents into ontology assertions requires several lines of code and too much burden on the programmer. Furthermore it is necessary to make it for every operation in the environment.
In the current implementation the entities are mapped to a relational model using JPA (Java Persistence API) 1 through Java Annotations. Based on that, we realized that we could possibly use a similar approach to persist the entities in the ontology. It would allow the environment to automatically update the KB, ensuring its consistency with the application data. Moreover, it would ensure the ontology completeness related to the application, because it would grow together with the application model, becoming more detailed as the mapping becomes more detailed.
Using this new approach, step (ii) would be automatized in cases where context information is related to operations that make changes over application entities. There are context that do not involve such entities, which requires specialized agents to map them to OWL notation. For example, capturing and processing context information about project artifactswhich are managed by external tools like version con-trol systems -or capturing ubiquitous context information, like the presence of a specific user in its workplace. In these cases, it is necessary specific handling to represent the context as ontologies.
In summary, we are interested in a tool that would allow us to use Java Annotations in order to: (i) automatically persist semantic data (ABox synchronization); (ii) automatically create part of the TBox specification based on Java Annotations (TBox generation); and (iii) continuously synchronize the application domain model and the ontology TBox (TBox synchronization).
RELATED WORKS
There are many related works focused on Semantic Web application development and ontology-based systems. Many of them are APIs that provide ways to handle and persist knowledge, but lack of features to map it to application code.
Many RDF APIs are available. Some provide access to RDF stores, such as the Jena API (Carroll et al., 2004) , the Sesame API (Broekstra et al., 2002) and RDF2Go 2 . Most of these APIs are generic and triple-based, allowing handling RDF triples, although some of them (e.g. Jena) provide different layers to ease handling OWL ontologies. One exception is the OWL API (Bechhofer et al., 2003) , which is not based on RDF graphs. These APIs provide high-level methods for the most common data access patterns. It can be observed three such high-level methods: to read object values, to write object values and to find resources. These access patterns correspond exactly to the main manipulation patterns in relational and object-oriented data. Most of the current works toward mapping existing models of applications to ontologies apply some design patterns, such as Active Record and Data Mapper (Fowler et al., 2002) . Fundamentally, these data access patterns are based on filtering the dataset into a set of relevant objects and then manipulating these objects.
Anyway, the existent solutions may be split into two categories: (i) RDB (relational database) mapping and (ii) application code mapping. Some examples of efforts towards the first category are given below:
• ER2OWL (Fahad, 2008 ) is a framework that transforms extended entity-relationship diagram (ERD) into OWL ontology by using a set of predefined rules.
• D2R (Bizer and Cyganiak, 2006 ) is a system which exports relational databases to RDF. This is achieved by assigning URIs to the entries of the database and automatically generating a schema for them.
• R2RML (Das et al., 2011) is an ongoing project of W3C RDB2RDF Working Group to define a language for expressing customized mappings from relational databases to RDF datasets.
Although these approaches are interesting, there are some issues that make them rather inappropriate for our application scenario. As we intend to maintain some synchronization between the current system model and the ontology, there is a problem because such approach depends on converting data and schema of the RDB continuously to RDF representation. It may generate some overhead because it will be necessary to persist the data primarily in the RDB and then later map this data to RDF. Moreover, the current approaches, except for ER2OWL, are only capable to map from RDB to RDF, whereas we intend to use OWL.
ER2OWL is an interesting approach, however it is necessary to maintain a mapping from the ERD model of the domain to the RDB model, implying in an additional layer of data synchronization and redundancy. There are some efforts concerning the maintenance of such mapping, such as the framework presented in . It uses Round-Trip Engineering (RTE), a process for synchronizing models by keeping them consistent, thus changes in the relational model are synchronized with the conceptual model (CM). Similarly, such approach may be used to synchronize the CM (in this case, an ERD) with the ontology model. Although this approach incurs in additional overhead after the persistence operation, the results show that the additional time is insignificant .
Some solutions that fit in the second category are given below:
• Jenabean (Cowan, 2008 ) is a framework that binds a Java Object specifically to Jena framework to persist JavaBeans using RDFS. It uses Java Annotations to map the objects and does not require placing any interface or extension in the objectoriented model, representing a little intrusive design.
• JASB (Java Architecture for Semantic Binding) (Calero, 2010) is a framework which uses Java Annotations for semantic enforcing, which consist of reclassifying Java objects at runtime by means of predefined OWL ontologies or SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) rules. It also in- • JAOB (Java Architecture for OWL Binding) (Malottki, 2008 ) is a framework, similar to Jenabean, that creates OWL ontologies from Java classes and objects. It uses OWL API instead of Jena, and it does not require any superclass extension or previously defined ontology models. Although it is not yet fully implemented, it provides a good mapping to OWL.
• Java2OWL (Ohlbach, 2012 ) is another Java software library for synchronizing Java class hierarchies with OWL concept hierarchies. It is also based on OWL API. With a few extra annotations in Java class files, the Java2OWL library can automatically map Java class hierarchies to OWL ontologies. The instances of these Java classes are automatically mapped to OWL individuals and vice versa.
There are other approaches that were disconsidered because of the lack of support to OWL, like RDFBeans 3 , TRIOO (Fernández et al., 2010) and Texai KB (Reed, 2007) . There is also an architecture, proposed in (Paulheim et al., 2011) , which allows arbitrary mapping between Java and RDF/OWL in a non-intrusive way by means of using rules to map each class. It was disconsidered because we were unable to find its prototype implementation for testing.
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE CURRENT TECHNOLOGIES
In Section 3 we discussed some possible existent solutions. OntoDiSEN is modeled as an OWL ontology, thus some of the tools are not appropriate since they only support mapping to RDF triples.
Therefore we chose three frameworks, which are those that promise to support OWL: Java2OWL, JAOB and JASB. Table 1 presents some qualitative comparisons among these technologies, focusing on their appropriateness to DiSEN's scenario.
For our comparison, we chose the following features: (i) OWL features support; (ii) the ABox synchronization issue as exposed in Section 2; (iii) the functionality of creating TBox based on the existing domain model; (iv) the TBox synchronization; (v) the supported APIs; and (vi) the possibility of semantic repositories support. Those features were chosen because they are basically requirements of our scenario. It was also included the license for copying and modifying. Fortunately, they are all free software and open source.
OWL Features Support
We analysed the OWL features support by taking into account the most important OWL constructions that are implemented in the outlined technologies. A good OWL support must include most of the following items (W3C OWL Working Group, 2009):
• Property Axioms: property domain and range, functional and inverse functional properties, irreflexive properties, symmetric and asymmetric properties, transitive properties and subproperties; • Class Axioms: subclasses, equivalent classes and disjoint classes; • Property Expressions: inverse properties;
• Class Expressions: Boolean combinations (intersection, union, complement) and existential and universal restrictions;
Supporting the mapping of all these features is a great challenge since there are many semantic differences between the object-oriented approach and the Description Logics implemented in OWL. Most of the class axioms and expressions are possibly the most difficult to map from Java classes, as it is shown in Table 2 . Java2OWL is the tool that provides the best efforts to address such problems. To deal with the classes hierarchy and instances it is proposed in (Ohlbach, 2012) the individual wrappers, which encapsulate an OWL individual together with several Java objects. The main problem of this approach is that it is too much intrusive for legacy systems, in the sense that Java programs should not work with Java objects in the usual way, but with individual wrappers.
Another approach, not related to Java2OWL, proposed in (Kalyanpur et al., 2004) is to use Java interfaces instead of simple Java classes to be mapped to OWL, since an interface can inherit from many others. This way, each OWL class corresponds to a Java interface and a JavaBean that implements the access methods (get/set methods) declared in such interface. Using this approach it is possible to address the issue of hierarchy, equivalence, union, intersection and complement. Although this is not as intrusive as the individual wrappers, there is the need for creating interfaces for every class, which may be done by using an interface extractor like the one provided in NetBeans IDE 4 . Unfortunately, we have not found any tools that support Java to OWL mapping using this approach.
Although not complete, JAOB also provides a good mapping from Java to OWL. It does not try to deal with the class axioms and expressions as thorough as (Ohlbach, 2012) and (Kalyanpur et al., 2004) , but provides concise ways to map Java classes to their representation in OWL.
JASB is much more incomplete than the others. Moreover, its goal is not to map Java to OWL, but reclassify Java objects at runtime -which the authors 4 http://netbeans.org call semantic enforcing -based on predefined ontologies or rules.
ABox Synchronization
The ABox synchronization means that changes in Java objects' attributes are forwarded to the corresponding OWL individuals. In other words, the application data is continuously and automatically mapped and persisted in the KB represented by the OWL ontology.
The Java2OWL library provides two ways to do it (Ohlbach, 2012):
• Life Synchronization: in this approach all changes to the attributes of Java objects are immediately forwarded to the ontology. This is possible if the annotated Java classes got a "synchronizer code" injected. Such code is automatically injected by activating the J2OSynchronizerAgent or by setting a specific flag to true. • Block Synchronization: in this approach the application data is only synchronized when a specific method is called to commit the changes to the ontology. It does not require any code to be injected in the Java classes.
JAOB does not have a specialized synchronization code. It has only a class called Marshaller which is responsible for creating an OWL serialization of the application data. Such serialization includes TBox and ABox. The main problem of this implementation concerns the removal operations, because marshalling consists of appending new data to the previous serialization. Therefore it still has to be improved to support better synchronization between the application data and the KB.
As JASB does not aim to provide semantic persistence for Java applications, it does not have any mechanism to do it.
TBox Generation and Synchronization
This feature consists of generating the terminology of the ontology based on the Java Annotations. It would allow legacy systems developers to model the ontology and map it to application model using only Java annotations, which is much easier than doing both things by hand separately. TBox synchronization is also a desirable feature as it supports software evolution. In DiSEN's scenario we already have a fairly advanced model of the domain ontology. However, TBox synchronization would be very convenient since OntoDiSEN is still under development. It is possible to use the TBox synchronization with the Java Annotations to continuously construct the ontology together with the application, thus making it easier to find out semantic details that could be added to the ontology model. Such details could improve the reasoning capabilities for the KB, enabling smarter context processing.
Java2OWL assumes the existence of a background ontology with predefined classes and properties. The Java2OWL compiler then extend it with OWL classes generated from Java classes, creating an extended ontology (Ohlbach, 2012) . However, such background ontology is optional, which means that it is possible to create a new TBox from scratch only with the OWL generated from Java classes. The synchronization is partially supported by using the previous extended ontology as background ontology when it is necessary to make changes in the Java code.
JAOB and its marshalling approach also generate TBox based on the Java Annotations. The synchronization can be partially guaranteed because the marshalling operation creates both TBox and ABox. Although JASB does not aim to synchronize application data with ontologies, it provides a compiler to generate TBox based on the Java classes.
In every instance, it is necessary to recompile the TBox if the class structure is changed (e.g. a class is removed, or a hierarchy relation is changed). Such changes may end up incurring inconsistencies or loss of knowledge, depending on the affected structure. Inconsistency can be resolved by using consistency checking provided by inference engines, as well as techniques like defeasible logic (Bao and Honavar, 2004) .
Supported APIs and Semantic Repositories
For legacy systems without any implementation of semantic features there are not many issues concerning the technologies and APIs which are going to be used. As there are not many available frameworks and toolkits for manipulating OWL and most of them are still under development, the options are very strict. All of the technologies in question, except JASB, use OWL API, which is quite mature, although there are some downsides related to other technologies, like Jena. However, further comparison of such tools is out of the scope of this paper. Our main concern about the supported APIs is mainly due to the fact that DiSEN already has some implemented features that use ontologies. These are currently implemented with Jena framework. Among the analysed technologies, only JASB supports Jena, but as it is seen in the previous sections, it is not appropriate for our problem.
Another consideration is SPARQL (Prud'hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008) and triple store support. Different from Jena, OWL API bypasses RDF graphs, i.e. it is not possible to deal with lower level RDF triples. Therefore, currently it is difficult to support SPARQL queries and triple stores -which are high performance solutions for storing and accessing semantic data -in OWL API.
An alternative for SPARQL and triple stores is OWLDB (Henss et al., 2009) . It consists of an extension to OWL API which provides native mapping of OWL constructs to a database schema without a complex transformation in triples. According to performance tests reported in (Henss et al., 2009 ) the system performs comparably to some triple-based approaches and even outperforms those on several queries.
DISCUSSION
In the previous section some important characteristics of the selected solutions were enumerated, in order to find out what would be the most suitable for our application scenario. Given the good evaluation of Java2OWL, and considering it is a recent project with plenty of documentation, it is reasonable to go deeper into this library. JAOB is also a very interesting initiative, however it is a discontinued project lacking of documentation and publications.
The most important issue about adopting Java2OWL in our scenario is the incompatibility with the API we are currently using for dealing with ontologies. It is necessary to evaluate what would be the best alternative: creating a new version of Java2OWL which uses Jena or refactoring the current code of ContextP-GSD and related projects to use OWL API. Considering the contribution to the Semantic Web community, we conclude that creating a new version of Java2OWL is the best alternative. It would also allow us to use SPARQL queries and reasoning features and the various triple store solutions.
There are still some complex issues related to OWL, like dealing with multi-inheritance in a less intrusive way, dealing with inconsistencies in the ontology, and considering open and closed world assumptions, that could be better explored as we advance in working with the tool.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
It was presented a qualitative comparison among some solutions to map application data to OWL representation by means of Java Annotations. This facilitates the incorporation of semantic features in legacy systems in a little intrusive way. It also reduces the programming effort since it eliminates the need to write code responsible to map specific Java classes to OWL concepts for every internal operation which involves manipulating application entities. Another advantage is that such mapping approach allows any developer to cumulatively construct the ontology TBox as the mapping becomes more detailed. Among many researched approaches, there are two outstanding technologies: Java2OWL and JAOB. The first one showed to be the most appropriate for DiSEN's application scenario, because of its wide OWL features support and its focus on synchronization between application data and OWL. Moreover, Java2OWL is an ongoing project whereas JAOB is not being supported.
Although many advantages were encountered in these approaches, there are still some issues. First, the mapping does not cover all of the OWL vocabulary yet. Indeed such mapping is not trivial. Therefore it still needs a lot of improvements. Second, such approaches only support OWL API, which is not suitable when it is intended to use SPARQL queries and/or triple stores. In DiSEN's case, it becomes even more serious since there are already many implemented semantic features using Jena instead of OWL API.
For our case, it is necessary to make a choice: migrating to OWL API or implementing an extension of Java2OWL or JAOB to support Jena. The first one is interesting, however it would be necessary to discard the increasing progress of technologies based on RDF triples, such as SPARQL and triple stores. Benchmarks like Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) (Bizer and Schultz, 2009 ) are continuously exposing the performance improvement made on triple stores and SPARQL engines. Though there is the OWLDB alternative for persistence and querying, it may not be appropriate to ignore all of the current work being done on triple stores.
Based on that we conclude that the best choice is to implement an extension of Java2OWL which supports Jena. It would allow us to take advantage of triple-based technologies without losing the possibility of using OWL API and OWLDB. Furthermore, we intend to gradually improve such tool in order to adjust it for our needs.
